SUBJ: COAST GUARD FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

1. This Alcoast announces the implementation of the Coast Guard Foreign Language Program. Foreign Language speakers bring a valuable skill set to our workforce and in many instances their fluency has significantly contributed to mission success. The initiative described in this Alcoast is an important step in developing a strong pool of interpreters and linguists, and both using and compensating them for their expertise. Recent validation of Coast Guard requirements for foreign language expertise confirmed seven languages of strategic importance to our missions: Spanish (80% of service need), Haitian-Creole, Russian, Vietnamese, Mandarin Chinese, Japanese and Korean. Two types of foreign language speakers, differentiated by proficiency and frequency of use, are required: linguists and interpreters.

   A. Linguists fill specific billets associated primarily with intelligence and attache duties and require a higher level of language proficiency. There are currently 92 linguist billets identified. We are completing further review of this part of the program and will discuss linguist allocations via Alcoast in the next several months.

   B. Interpreters are members with working level language proficiency, validated by testing. Interpreters are not tied to billets, but are collateral duty assignments at units where an operational requirement exists. Units with interpreter requirements will be allocated a maximum number of unit designations, as outlined in paragraph 4.

2. The foreign language program is being fielded in phases. In the first phase of deployment, the program will identify and pay certified Coast Guard active and reserve members, who regularly use a foreign language in support of Coast Guard missions. The foreign language program includes a short-term provision to pay at a lower level certain individuals referred to as command designated interim interpreters. This interim designation is for a member who has demonstrated a working knowledge, been endorsed by the command, but has not yet achieved qualification through the testing program described in the following paragraphs. Interim designations are only authorized where a unit does not have enough test qualified interpreters to meet its interpreter allocation and for any individual will expire after six months, or sooner if the individual becomes test-certified or is replaced by another test-certified interpreter.
3. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR MONTHLY PAY IN THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM WILL REQUIRE TWO ELEMENTS DOCUMENTED THROUGH DIRECT ACCESS:

A. PASS THE PROFICIENCY TEST: TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY PAY (FLPP), INTERPRETERS MUST SCORE ON THE DEFENSE LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY TEST (DLPT) AT LEAST A 2/2 AND LINGUISTS MUST SCORE AT LEAST A 2 PLUS/2 PLUS. A SCORE OF 2/2 INDICATES A LIMITED WORKING PROFICIENCY ON BOTH PORTIONS OF THE TEST. A SCORE OF 2 PLUS/2 PLUS INDICATES A SOMewhat BETTER THAN LIMITED WORKING PROFICIENCY.

B. ENDORSEMENT BY THE COMMAND TO OCCUPY A COMMAND INTERPRETER ALLOCATION OR BE FILLING A LINGUIST BILLET. COMMANDS MUST TERMINATE FLPP WHEN MEMBERS ARE NO LONGER PERFORMING INTERPRETER DUTIES OR TO DESIGNATE OTHER QUALIFIED MEMBERS TO FILL UNIT ALLOCATIONS.

4. UNIT COLLATERAL DUTY INTERPRETER ALLOCATIONS ARE BASED ON A RECENT SURVEY AND ANALYSIS OF CURRENT REQUIREMENTS. COMMANDS ARE AUTHORIZED TO DESIGNATE UNIT INTERPRETERS UP TO THE FOLLOWING LEVELS:

A. ONE (1) SPANISH INTERPRETER PER UNIT OR SPECIFIED STAFF:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group/Wood Hole</th>
<th>Sec Hampton Roads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CGC Block Island</td>
<td>CGC Staten Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7 Fura LNO</td>
<td>Sec San Juan Intel Ops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7 Maritime Intel Center</td>
<td>D7 PAO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec Key West Prevention</td>
<td>STA Freeport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec San Juan Response</td>
<td>STA Gulfport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGC Amberjack</td>
<td>CGC Brant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGC Steelhead</td>
<td>CGC Blackfin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGC Blacktip</td>
<td>CGC Edisto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGC Haddock</td>
<td>CGC Halibut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGC Narwhal</td>
<td>CGC Petrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGC Sea Otter</td>
<td>Sec LA/LB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STA Channel Islands</td>
<td>STA LA/LB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG MLCPAC (LC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. TWO (2) SPANISH INTERPRETERS PER UNIT OR SPECIFIED STAFF:

| Airsta Sacramento               | D7 OLE                  |
| Isc Alameda                      | MSST Boston             |
| MSST Galveston                   | MSST Kings Bay          |
| MSST Miami                       | MSST New Orleans        |
| MSST New York                    | MSST San Diego          |
| MSST San Francisco               | STA Sabine              |
| CGC Active                       | CGC Alert               |
| CGC Attu                         | CGC Bluefin             |
| CGC Boutwell                     | CGC Chase               |
| CGC Cormorant                    | CGC Dolphin             |
| CGC Gannet                       | CGC Hamilton            |
| CGC Jarvis                       | CGC Marlin              |
| CGC Mellon                       | CGC Midgette            |
| CGC Morgenthau                   | CGC Munro               |
| CGC Nantucket                    | CGC Rush                |
| CGC Sawfish                      | CGC Sherman             |
| CGC Steadfast                    | STA Galveston           |
C. THREE (3) SPANISH INTERPRETERS PER UNIT OR SPECIFIED STAFF:
   CGC ATTU                      CGC BEAR
   CGC CAMPBELL                  CGC CHANDELEUR
   CGC CHINCOTEAGUE              CGC CONFIDENCE
   CGC CUSHING                   CGC DALLAS
   CGC DAUNTLESS                 CGC DECISIVE
   CGC DEPENDABLE                CGC DILIGENCE
   CGC DRUMMOND                  CGC ESCANABA
   CGC FORWARD                   CGC FARALLON
   CGC GALLATIN                  CGC HARRIET LANE
   CGC KEY BISCAYNE              CGC KEY LARGO
   CGC KNIGHT ISLAND             CGC KODIAK ISLAND
   CGC LEGARE                    CGC MANITOU
   CGC MATAGORDA                 CGC MATINICUS
   CGC METOMPKIN                 CGC MOHAWK
   CGC MONHEGAN                  CGC NANTUCKET
   CGC NORTHLAND                 CGC NUNIVAK
   CGC OCRACOKE                  CGC PADRE
   CGC PEA ISLAND                CGC RELIANCE
   CGC RESOLUTE                  CGC SAPELO
   CGC SENCA                     CGC SHAMAL
   CGC SITKINAK                  CGC SPENCER
   CGC TAHOMA                    CGC TAMPA
   CGC TEMPEST                   CGC TORNADO
   CGC THETIS                    CGC VALIANT
   CGC VASHON                    CGC VENTUROUS
   CGC VIGILANT                  CGC VIGOROUS
   SEC MIAMI PREVENTION          SEC DELAWARE BAY
   STA PORT ARANSAS              STA PORT O CONNOR
   STA SAN DIEGO                 PACAREA (PM)
D. FIVE (5) SPANISH INTERPRETERS PER UNIT OR SPECIFIED STAFF:
   SEC KEY WEST OPCEN            SEC MIAMI OPCEN
   SEC MIAMI RESPONSE            SEC CORPUS CHRISTI
E. SIX (6) SPANISH INTERPRETERS PER UNIT OR SPECIFIED STAFF:
   EMSST
   SEC SAN JUAN PREVENTION
F. EIGHT (8) SPANISH INTERPRETERS PER UNIT OR SPECIFIED STAFF:
   D7 CC                         SEC SAN JUAN CC
   SEC ST PETERSBURG             STA FT. LAUDERDALE
   STA FT. MYERS BEACH           STA ISLAMORADA
   STA KEY WEST                  STA LAKE WORTH INLET
   STA MARATHON                  STA MIAMI BEACH
   STA SOUTH PADRE ISLAND        STA SAN JUAN
G. SEVENTEEN (17) SPANISH INTERPRETERS PER UNIT:
   INTERNATIONAL TRAINING DETACHMENT
H. EIGHTEEN (18) SPANISH INTERPRETERS PER UNIT OR SPECIFIED STAFF:
   PACAREA SOUTH
   PACAREA TACLET
I. ONE (1) JAPANESE INTERPRETER PER UNIT:
   ACTIVITIES FAR EAST
J. ONE (1) MANDARIN CHINESE INTERPRETER PER UNIT: ACTIVITIES FAR EAST
K. ONE (1) KOREAN INTERPRETER PER UNIT: ACTIVITIES FAR EAST
L. ONE (1) HAITIAN INTERPRETER PER UNIT: CGC DALLAS CGC GALLATIN
M. ONE (1) RUSSIAN INTERPRETER PER SPECIFIED STAFF: D17(OLE)

5. BECAUSE THIS IS A NEW PROGRAM, INTERPRETER ALLOCATIONS AND LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS WILL CONTINUE TO BE REVIEWED AND VALIDATED THROUGH HQ PROGRAM OFFICES, AREAS, DISTRICTS AND FIELD UNITS. UNITS MAY REQUEST MODIFICATION TO THE INTERPRETER ALLOCATION VIA THEIR CHAIN OF COMMAND TO COMDT(CG-132). UNITS WILL BE NOTIFIED VIA MESSAGE OF INTERPRETER CHANGES WHEN THEY ARE APPROVED. HOWEVER, SIGNIFICANT EXPANSION OF TOTAL ALLOCATIONS IS UNLIKELY DUE TO BUDGET CONSTRAINTS.

6. FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY PAY (FLPP) AMOUNTS: MEMBERS IN LINGUIST BILLETS OR COLLATERAL DUTY ALLOCATIONS, WITH PROPER DOCUMENTATION IN DIRECT ACCESS, WILL RECEIVE MONTHLY ENTITLEMENTS AS FOLLOWS:
   A. LINGUIST: 150 DOLLARS
   B. INTERPRETER: 100 DOLLARS
   C. COMMAND DESIGNATED INTERIM: 50 DOLLARS

LINGUISTS AND INTERPRETERS CURRENTLY RECEIVING SDAP WILL NOT BE ELIGIBLE FOR FLPP UNTIL FY07. MEMBERS CURRENTLY RECEIVING SDAP WHO HAVE A FOREIGN LANGUAGE SKILL AND EXPECT TO USE IT IN CALENDAR YEAR 2006 SHOULD TAKE THE DLPT. ELIGIBILITY FOR CONTINUED SDAP(ESPECIALLY FOR MEMBERS IN DEFENSE ATTACHE, INTELLIGENCE AND INTERNATIONAL TRAINING DETACHMENT POSITIONS) WILL BE EVALUATED DURING THE FY07 SDAP BOARD, AS WE MAKE THE TRANSITION TO RECOGNIZE FOREIGN LANGUAGE SKILLS USING FLPP. THE SDAP BOARD WILL BE HELD IN LATE SPRING/EARLY SUMMER 2006 WITH NEW SDAP RATES EFFECTIVE ON 1 OCTOBER 2006.

7. PHASED PAY IMPLEMENTATION: FOR THOSE MEMBERS MEETING THE ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA, INTERPRETER AND LINGUIST FLPP WILL BE AVAILABLE BEGINNING IN JANUARY 06. INTERIM INTERPRETER FLPP WILL BECOME AVAILABLE BY SUMMER 2006 WHEN ADDITIONAL DIRECT ACCESS SOFTWARE CHANGES ARE IN PLACE TO ACCOMODATE TRACKING AND PAYMENT OF THIS CATEGORY. THE DATE OF INTERIM INTERPRETER FLPP AVAILABILITY WILL BE RELEASED VIA SEPCOR.

8. TESTING: DLPTS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT 34 SITES WITHIN THE COAST GUARD EDUCATIONAL SERVICE OFFICER (ESO) NETWORK. A LIST OF THE SITES ARE AVAILABLE ON CG CENTRAL (DETAILS BELOW). CONTACT YOUR LOCAL ESO FOR PROCEEDURES TO TAKE THE TEST. ESOS WILL ENTER DLPT SCORES INTO DIRECT ACCESS. RETESTS ARE ONLY PERMITTED AFTER A SIX-MONTH WAITING PERIOD, AS MANDATED BY THE DOD TEST AUTHORITY. MEMBERS ARE REQUIRED TO RETEST ANNUALLY TO MAINTAIN THEIR ELIGIBILITY FOR FLPP. MEMBERS THAT HAVE ALREADY SUCCESSFULLY TESTED ON THE DLPT WITHIN THE PAST YEAR AND CAN DELIVER DOCUMENTATION OF THAT TESTING TO THEIR ESO, WILL NOT BE REQUIRED TO RETEST UNTIL ONE YEAR AFTER THEIR TEST DATE. TESTS OTHER THAN DLPT WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED.
A. SPANISH LANGUAGE TESTING: SINCE SPANISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY REPRESENTS 80 PERCENT OF IDENTIFIED REQUIREMENTS, AN EXPEDITED SPANISH TESTING CAPABILITY HAS BEEN DEVELOPED. STARTING IMMEDIATELY, ACTIVE AND RESERVE COMPONENT MEMBERS WHO ARE IDENTIFIED BY THEIR COMMAND TO SERVE AS POSSIBLE SPANISH INTERPRETERS OR ARE IN A SPANISH LANGUAGE-CODED BILLET (LINGUISTS) OR WHO WANT TO USE THEIR LANGUAGE SKILL TO FILL AN ALLOCATION OR BILLET WITHIN A YEAR, MAY TAKE THE DLPT AT AN AUTHORIZED CG TEST SITE. THE SPANISH DLPT IS A FOUR-HOUR EXAM, TWO HOURS FOR THE LISTENING PORTION AND TWO HOURS FOR THE READING PORTION.

B. OTHER LANGUAGE TESTING: MEMBERS WITH LANGUAGE SKILLS IN RUSSIAN, VIETNAMESE, MANDARIN CHINESE, JAPANESE AND KOREAN, WHO ARE IDENTIFIED BY THEIR COMMAND TO SERVE AS POSSIBLE FOREIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS OR ARE IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE-CODED BILLET (LINGUISTS) OR WHO WANT TO USE THEIR LANGUAGE SKILL TO FILL AN ALLOCATION OR BILLET WITHIN A YEAR, SHOULD CONTACT THE NEAREST CG AUTHORIZED DLPT TEST SITE VIA THEIR ESO TO ORDER THE EXAM AND SCHEDULE TESTING. THOSE MEMBERS DESIRING TO TEST IN THE HAITIAN-CREOLE LANGUAGE WHO EXPECT TO USE THEIR LANGUAGE SKILL TO FILL AN ALLOCATION OR BILLET WITHIN A YEAR MUST CONTACT THE HQ FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM MANAGER VIA THEIR ESO TO SET UP AN ORAL EXAM SINCE THERE IS NO WRITTEN DLPT EXAM.

C. COMMANDS MAY AUTHORIZE TESTING OF ADDITIONAL MEMBERS, SUCH AS THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE NEARLY TOUR COMPLETE AND WILLING TO SERVE AS INTERPRETERS OR LINGUISTS AT THEIR NEXT UNIT. THOSE MEMBERS WHO MEET REQUIRED PROFICIENCY LEVELS THROUGH TESTING WILL BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE FLPP ONLY WHEN COMMAND ENDORSED AND SERVING AS INTERPRETERS OR IN A LINGUIST BILLET.

D. LIMITED USE OF DOD TEST SITES MAY BE AVAILABLE TO MEMBERS NOT IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO DESIGNATED CG DLPT TEST SITES. IN SUCH CASES, MEMBERS SHOULD CONTACT THE CG INSTITUTE VIA THEIR ESO FOR ASSISTANCE.

9. FUTURE ASSIGNMENTS: CGPC WILL CONTINUE TO EXECUTE ASSIGNMENTS PER CHAPTER 4 OF REFERENCE B. MEMBERS IDENTIFIED IN DIRECT ACCESS AS BEING ELIGIBLE TO SERVE AS INTERPRETERS OR LINGUISTS BASED ON DLPT SCORES MAY BE CONSIDERED BY THEIR ASSIGNMENT OFFICER (AO) FOR ASSIGNMENT TO UNITS WHICH REQUIRE SUCH FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY. FOREIGN LANGUAGE EXPERTISE WILL BE CONSIDERED SIMILARLY TO THE WAY OTHER DOCUMENTED SKILLS, SUCH AS LAW ENFORCEMENT, OOD, OR MARINE SAFETY QUALIFICATIONS ARE CONSIDERED AS THE AO ATTEMPTS TO BALANCE UNIT AND SERVICE NEEDS WITH THE MEMBER'S ASSIGNMENT DESIRES.

10. RESERVE COMPONENT MEMBERS: RESERVE COMPONENT INTERPRETERS WILL BE IN ADDITION TO THE NUMBER OF ACTIVE COMPONENT INTERPRETERS A UNIT IS ALLOCATED. THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF AUTHORIZED RESERVE COMPONENT INTERPRETERS SHALL BE EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF ACTIVE COMPONENT INTERPRETERS ALLOCATED TO THE UNIT. COMMANDING OFFICERS HAVE DISCRETION TO DESIGNATE RESERVE COMPONENT INTERPRETERS FOR ANY OF THE LANGUAGES AUTHORIZED FOR THAT COMMAND.
A. SELECTED RESERVE (SELRES) MEMBERS ARE AUTHORIZED ONE READINESS MANAGEMENT PERIOD IN ACCORDANCE WITH REFERENCE A TO TAKE THE DLPT. A RESERVE COMPONENT MEMBER WHO MEETS THE FLP CRITERIA AND IS DESIGNATED AS AN INTERPRETER BY HIS OR HER COMMAND, IS ELIGIBLE FOR AN FLP BONUS (FLPB). THE BONUS WILL BE EQUAL TO 1/30TH OF THE ACTIVE COMPONENT FLPP MONTHLY AMOUNT AT THE PROFICIENCY LEVEL OF THE LANGUAGE FOR WHICH APPROVED, MULTIPLIED BY THE NUMBER OF REGULAR INACTIVE DUTY TRAINING (IDT) PERIODS WITH PAY FOR THE SELRES MEMBER.

B. FLPB WILL BE PAID IN EQUAL INSTALLMENTS FOR EACH AUTHORIZED PAID IDT PERIOD PERFORMED, NOT TO EXCEED THE NUMBER OF AUTHORIZED PAID PERIODS PER FISCAL YEAR. FUNERAL HONORS DUTY PERIODS WILL NOT BE ELIGIBLE FOR FLPB PAYMENTS. NON-PAY DUTY OF ANY KIND WILL NOT BE ELIGIBLE FOR FLPB PAYMENTS. LUMP SUM PAYMENTS OF FLPB WILL NOT BE AUTHORIZED.

C. FLPP MAY BE AUTHORIZED FOR SELRES MEMBERS PERFORMING ACTIVE DUTY (OF ANY TYPE, INCLUDING ADT) PROVIDED THAT DIRECT ACCESS REFLECTS THAT THE MEMBER IS AN INTERPRETER OR LINGUIST AND THE ACTIVE DUTY ORDERS SPECIFICALLY AUTHORIZE FLPP. IN CASES OF ACTIVE DUTY IN SUPPORT OF A CONTINGENCY OPERATION, A MEMBER MAY SEEK A WRITTEN WAIVER OF THE INTERPRETER QUALIFICATION FROM CG-132 IF SUCH INFORMATION IS NOT ALREADY REFLECTED IN DIRECT ACCESS.

11. CIVILIAN POSITIONS: REQUIREMENTS FOR CIVILIAN FOREIGN LANGUAGE POSITIONS ARE STILL BEING STUDIED. IN CASES WHERE MILITARY LINGUIST DUTIES AMOUNT TO NEAR FULL TIME REQUIREMENTS, PARTICULARLY FOR COMPLEX LANGUAGES, STRONG CONSIDERATION WILL BE MADE TO CIVILIANIZE THE POSITION. MAX-HR, WHEN FULLY IMPLEMENTED, WILL LIKELY PROVIDE THE MECHANISM FOR SPECIAL SKILLS PAYMENTS. IN THE INTERIM, AS NEEDS ARISE RETENTION PAY AND RECRUITMENT INCENTIVES MAY BE USED TO COMPENSATE CIVILIANS. WHEN REQUIRED IN THE PERFORMANCE OF DUTIES, CIVILIANS SHOULD CONTACT THEIR LOCAL ESO FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE TESTING.

12. THERE ARE OTHER TOOLS AVAILABLE TO MEET INTERPRETER REQUIREMENTS AT UNITS, ESPECIALLY WHERE THE FREQUENCY OF USE DOES NOT INDICATE THE REQUIREMENT FOR AN INTERPRETER ALLOCATION. SOME EXAMPLES ARE: HAND HELD TRANSLATORS, CONTRACT AND OTHER AGENCY INTERPRETERS AND ASSISTANCE THROUGH THE ROBUST AUXILIARY INTERPRETER CORPS (SEE CG INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS WEBSITE LISTING OF 300 AUXILIARY VOLUNTEERS WITH COMPETENCIES IN 42 LANGUAGES). THE FLP PROGRAM MANAGER WILL COMPILE AND COORDINATE A DYNAMIC LISTING OF THESE OTHER TOOLS/SERVICES WITH POCS AND PROCEDURES FOR ACCESS/ACQUISITION. LOOK FOR MORE INFORMATION TO BE POSTED TO CGCENTRAL WITHIN THE NEXT 60 DAYS.

13. FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM, SIGN ON TO CG CENTRAL. CLICK ON THE LEARNING TAB, THEN THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM CHANNEL. FOR QUESTIONS REGARDING THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM AND REQUESTS FOR WAIVERS TO THE ABOVE PROCEDURES, CONTACT THE PROGRAM MANAGER, LCDR MICHELLE BOUZIANE, BY PHONE: 202-267-6071 OR E-MAIL: MBOUZIANE(AT)COMDT.USCG.MIL.
14. INTERNET RELEASE IS AUTHORIZED.
15. RADM KENNETH T. VENUTO, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT FOR HUMAN RESOURCES, SENDS.
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